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CONCRETE PRODUCTS / CAST STONE

Sims Stone established its presence in the
Southeastern market region almost ten
years ago with their new facility located in
Tuscumbia, Alabama. They then expanded
their manufacturing basis with a second
facility in Woodbury, Georgia in 2005.
During these years, Sims Stone built a solid
reputation for high quality products, featur -
ing interlocking paving stones, segmental
retaining walls, as well as concrete block
for the building trades. 

The expanding demand for their products,
combined with advance sales efforts into
the Southeastern Coastal region, convinced
Sims Stone that the best way to serve this
important market was through a dedicated
manufacturing facility. 

The complete line of products for Sims
Stone is produced on a Hess RH 2000
large board production machine in their
Tuscumbia, Alabama manufacturing location.

The superior results achieved with the Hess
production equipment systems in that facility
convinced Sims Stone that the success of
the new plant would be best served with
Hess as the new equipment partner. 
“With the high quality product and the per-
formance output from our Hess equipment
in Tuscumbia, along with their team support
for our overall operation, we concluded
that Hess Machinery was not only the best
choice for the new location, but the only
choice to assure our success in this new
market,” said David Sims. 
David Sims, President, selected Hess Ma -
chinery to design the new plant around the
Hess RH 1500-3 large board production
machine, along with a fully-automated finger
car, walking beam conveyors and packag -
ing line for high quality production and high
volume throughput.  The plant is also equip-
ped with a face mixing system to allow the
full range of product innovation to best
serve this market.  

The RH 1500-3 is equipped with the paten -
ted Variotronic Vibration system. This
advanced technology allows the amplitude
and frequency to vary across the pre-, inter-
mediate, and main vibration cycles. A more
densely and evenly filled mold cavity is
achieved over a range of product heights
and shapes.  “The RH 1500-3 allowed us to
maintain the high standards of quality with
a high level of product throughput, all at a
very economical cost” offered Eduardo Ale-
man, General Manager of the new facility.
“We were also impressed with the Oil Bath
Vibration System which will greatly simplify
our machine maintenance and reduce ope-
rational costs.  This is very impressive tech-
nology.”    

This new innovation by Hess Machinery
provides a maintenance-free vibration
table.  The vibrator shafts are mounted in
individual enclosed housings, filled with oil
which assures a uniform lubrication during

Large board production machine with face mixing
system for Sims Stone, South Carolina     

HESS USA, Pittsburgh, PA  15238, USA

Even during challenging times, opportunity exists for growth.  Successful companies understand that an increase in market share often
results from going against the downsizing trend normally adopted in a period of economic slowdown.  Sims Stone, a division of Sims Bark,
has expanded its concrete products manufacturing operations by opening a third production facility at a new location in Bowman, South
Carolina.  

Fig. 1: The automated plant design at Sims Stone optimizes the wet
side with the dry side for the best results in product quality,
throughput, and unit cost.

Fig. 2: The patented vibration system of the Hess RH 1500 produces
superior results for all types of product shapes and sizes.
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operation. Through a spray channel, the oil
reaches all areas of the bearings, and a
reservoir on the bottom of the housing pre-
vents dry runs.  Damage due to lack of
lubri cation is eliminated. 

The Hess plant design provides a cycle time
balance between the production (wet) side
and the handling and packaging (dry) side.
This operational balance achieves maxi-
mum output performance for a range of
products at the lowest unit production cost
while maintaining the highest quality stan-
dards.  The plant also features an advanced
safety system with integrated controls. All
machine functions are controlled and
mana ged by a Siemens S7 operating sys -
tem. A diagnostic program assists the ope-
rator in monitoring critical functions, and an
interface program connects the diagnostics
to the Hess technical team for 24/7 sup-
port. 

Hess Machinery is well recognized for its
strong performance record of supporting
customers with service, spare parts mana -
ge ment, and product molds.  “The Hess
equip ment, in our experience, is the best
available”, offers Eduardo.  “But, more im -
portant to us is the quality of the service
and the support we receive from the entire
Hess organization.  We trust their recom-
mendations, and we rely on their support.”
This versatile, high output machine was
able to use the existing molds from the Hess
RH 2000 operation in Tuscumbia which
helped support the start-up operation at the
new facility. Sims Stone ordered Hess XD
Molds for the new innovative shapes they
intend to introduce to the new market terri-
tory.  Eduardo was also very pleased with

the expert coordination during the installation
phase of the new plant between Hess tech-
nicians and the Advanced Concrete Tech -
nology (ACT) technicians commissioning
the mixing and batching plant equipment.
The importance of mixing and batching
consistent superior quality concrete with a
full range of blended colors led to the selec-
tion of A.C.T. as the awarded vendor to
supply this critical component of the new
facility.  

This new plant was assigned an aggressive
timetable for completion, so this coordination
was essential. The plant was purchased in
late June of 2009, and the complete plant
was placed into operation prior to the end
of that year.  This timetable permitted Sims
Stone to utilize the tax benefits of the ROL
Tax Law which was extended by President
Obama in February of 2009 as part of his
initial stimulus program.  

The Hess production system is supplied by
an ACT MobilMat Twin Mixer concrete
batch plant featuring a Wiggert HPGM
2250 high shear planetary counter-current
mixer for base concrete and a HPGM 750
high shear planetary mixer for facing con-
crete. A Würschum COM 70-3 granular
color pigment metering system is fully inte-
grated in the plant. The Hess RH 1500’s
Siemens S7 control system provides fully
automated production, including automatic
calls for concrete from the ACT batching
and mixing PC based PCS Control system. 

Fig. 3: The unique Oil Bath Vibration system
developed by Hess Machinery reduces 
production and maintenance costs while
achieving peak performance levels. 

Fig. 4: Eduardo Aleman, Plant Production
Manager, enjoys the updated operating
software programs which connect the
mixing and batching with the production
machine and all phases of the automated
plant.
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STORING, STACKING, 
 

Probst can improve in-house product 

for saving time and lowering costs – even 
on construction sites. 

More information on our website 

SSP 300-500-20 stone splitter – powerful 
and with universal applications. 

STAZ-DZ II forklift grab – the power pack. PWG-R gantry crane rotating clamp – the 
perfect extension for every gantry crane. 
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CConcrete Products PProven, innovative   
ppaving stone systems for the construction   

iindustry and end users.  

 
VVS 5TM DDrain and   
VVS 5TM  EECO     
Permeable paving stone 
systems with shift  
resistance for trafficked 
and pedestrian  
applications. 

 
SSF Rima TM  
Permeable paver system  
- successful performances 
at countless  locations 
from coast to coast. 

 
VVS 5TM   
Offers technically  
advanced shift resistance-
for the ultimate in  
pavement stability with 
superior aesthetics. 

 
TTegula --TTec 
A tumbled paver system 
with (invisible) horizontal 
and vertical interlock for 
trafficked areas. 

WWe offer exclusive manufacturing licenses  
 

Visit our website for more information: 
www.sfconcrete.com 

SSF Concrete Technology, Inc. 
 905-615-9290 
 888-347-7873                      
info@sfconcrete.on.ca 

VS 5: U.S. Pat. Appl. 10/490 710, Tegula-Tec U.S. 
Pat. 6,263B1, SF-Rima: U.S. Pat. 5,224,792 
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Fig. 5: An ACT Würschum COM 70-3 precision granular color 
pigment metering system features closed-loop pneumatic dispensing
from three separate conveying vessels for a totally automatic, high
output dust-free operation. 

Fig. 6: The ACT MobilMat batch plant (in background) features a
Twin Mixer Plant with a Wiggert HPGM 2250 and a HPGM 750
high shear mixer each feeding three concrete metering hoppers,
allowing automatic mixing of three different colors for value added
color-mix production of both color-thru and hard-faced paver pro-
ducts. The ACT MobilMat concrete batching system, equipped with
the ACT HYDROMAT microwave water metering system for consis -
tent water/cement ratio adherence, produces consistent and high
quality concrete. The Hess system produces pavers and retaining
walls on large steel production boards.
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ASSYX GmbH & Co. KG
Zum Kögelsborn 6 · D-56626 Andernach/Germany
Tel.: +49 (0) 26 32 - 94 75 10
Fax: +49 (0) 26 32 - 94 75 111
E-Mail: info@assyx.com

www.assyx.com

Developed in cooperation with

 The ASSYX 

DuroBOARD®

 sets the standard for 
 production pallets in the concrete
 building materials industry.

THIS BOARD REMAINS.

Perfect quality and 
highest productivity 
in the manufacture 
of concrete blocks.
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The ACT MobilMat batch plant features three discharge hoppers
below each mixer, allowing automatic mixing of three different
colors for color-mix production and greater mix flexibility, producing
value-added products. The ACT PCS computer based control system
allows fully automatic, unattended operation.  Simply by clicking and
selec ting a programmed product code will down load all production
parameters including concrete recipes, pigment recipes and con-
crete color mix feed parameters. The ACT Hydromat microwave
water metering system uses a microwave moisture probe in each
mixer to automatically maintain the targeted water/cement ratio. An
ACT Hydrotester moisture probe, installed in the sand bin, automa-
tically maintains batch yield even as the aggregate moisture varies. 
The Würschum COM 70-3 color metering system provides automa-
tic precision color metering of virtually any earth tone color from just
4 primary colors and pneumatic dispensing from three separate
conveying vessels to the mixers. The closed loop system provides
dust-free operation. The system is supplied by suspended labor-
saving “super sack” color pigment bags. 
The high-speed, computer controlled production system from Hess
and ACT enables Sims Stone to be exceptionally efficient low cost
producer delivering a wide variety of concrete products. At the
same time, the plant delivers the superior quality that Sims Stone
demands. The new system is used to manufacture pavers, segmen-
tal retaining wall units, and other value added innovations now in
product development. 
Sims is also saving manpower when it comes to mold changes. The
new Hess RH 1500 enables the firm to change product molds and
mix designs from product to product in under 15 minutes.  This capa-
bility also gives Sims Stone the ability to react quickly to market
demands and to more efficiently manage inventory. 
“Continuing with the proven performance of Hess Machinery, and
adding ACT mixing and batching systems to our capabilities, will
allow Sims Stone to extend our reputation for quality and product
innovation into this important market territory,” David Sims remarks,
“ And these performance levels will augur well for our future growth
opportunities.” �

HESS Maschinenfabrik GMBH & CO. KG
Freier-Grund-Strasse 123 · 57299 Burbach-Wahlbach, Germany
T +49 2736 49760 · F +49 2736 497620
info@hessgroup.com · www.hessgroup.com

Advanced Concrete Technologies, Inc.
300 Portsmouth Avenue · Greenland, NH 03840, USA
T +1 603 4315661 · F +1 603 4315547
info@concretebiz.com · www.concretebiz.com

Würschum GmbH
Hedelfinger Strasse 33 · 73760 Ostfildern, Germany
T +49 711 448130 · F +49 711 44813110 
info@wuerschum.com · www.wuerschum.com

FURTHER INFORMATION    
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